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Abstract 
This paper presents the results of perceptual and statistical 
investigation of four emotions: anger, happiness, fear and 
sadness, in comparison to neutral speech. Perceptual analysis 
was performed through two tests: emotion evaluation inside 
Plutchik’s circle and emotion recognition test with subsequent 
statistical analysis with MDS (multidimensional scaling) 
procedure. Statistical analysis of emotions was based on static 
and dynamic acoustic features extracted from speech signals. 
ANOVA analysis of each class of features has given 
distribution of features according to its importance for 
emotion discrimination. Correlation analysis of each 
dimension of three-dimensional MDS representation with 
selected features indicate that ones of most importance in 
emotion identification. Finally, a three-level hierarchical 
model of emotion recognition was proposed.  

1. Introduction 
In speech communication generally exist two channels for 
transfering information: first channel for transfering a 
linguistic information, and second channel for transfering a 
non-linguistic information, related to affective information, 
emotions, attidudes, intension, voice qualities, and others. In 
contemporary speech technologies great attention is paid to 
the research of a non-linguistic information contained in 
speech, because of it’s highly contribution to the quality and 
naturalness of communication. Two principal scientific and 
technological problems are current topics: (i) computer 
recognition of non-linguistic information [1] and (ii) 
implementation of non-linguistic information in synthesized 
speech [2]. Research of emotions in speech, as most complex 
psychophysiological verbal manifestation, is especially 
intensive [3]. 

This paper presents the results of investigation of verbal 
expression of emotions performed on GEES corpus (Speech 
Expression of Emotions in Serbian Language [4]). The paper 
starts with presentation of results obtained in two experiments 
on emotion perception. First experiment was organized around 
Plutchik’s circle [5], and second one was auditory test, from 
the aspect of the manner of listeners` perception of emotions, 
with subsequent statistical MDS analysis [6]. 

Second part of the paper presents the results of analysis of 
acoustical features in emotive speech. Two sets of features 
were defined: static features and dynamic features. For each 
set, ANOVA statistical test was performed in order to find the 
most important features for emotion discrimination. Finally, 

acoustical features were correlated with MDS results to find 
perceptually most significant acoustic features for emotions 
identification. 

2. Perceptual analysis 
Speech database GEES [4] has been designed as referent basis 
for the emotion expressions within Serbian language and with 
the idea to investigate the variable acoustical features within 
the expressive speech The recording of database was 
performed in an anechoic studio at Faculty of Dramatic Arts, 
Belgrade University. Six actors (three women and three men), 
interpreted the speech material in four emotions: anger, 
happiness, fear and sadness, as well as in the neutral speech. 
The full database consists of: 32 isolated words, 30 short 
semantically neutral sentences, 30 long semantically neutral 
sentences and one passage with 79 words in size [4].

2.1. Plutchik test 

As a pilot test, we implemented Plutchik’s  approach to the 
analysis of emotion perception. [5]. Two different semantic 
sentences were used for the necessity of this experiment, so 
that each examinee during the testing listened totally to 60 
sentences. 35 students from Faculty for Special Education and 
Rehabilitation, University of Belgrade, took part in the testing. 
Students were between 20 and 22 years, with normally hearing 
function  (normalno razvijenim sluhom) and with basic scill in 
computers work.i osnovnim znanjem o radu na računaru. After 
preliminary laboration, 5 examinees were eliminated for their 
incomlet or incorrect data. 

Participants of the experiment were individually tested. A 
brief introduction to each was given before  starting with 
listening to stimuli,  presenting the goal and the procedure of 
testing. After that, a few rehersals were done, to ensure that 
the participants understood their task properly. Examinees had 
limitless time to think over during positioning percepted 
emotions. In case of need, they wanted to hear some 
utterances several times. 

Plutchik’s circle is drowen in the coordinate system, 
where the horisontal axis presents evaluation (from very 
positive to very negative emotion), while the vertical axis 
presents activity (from passive to active emotion).Inicially, it 
was assumed that neutral speech is located in the center of 
Plutchik’s circle. Participants’ task was to positionate the 
emotion they had heard after presenting the stimulus,  with the 
cursor controlled by the mouse on the computer. Coordinates 
of the chosen dot within the circle, are memorised in the 
corresponding file. 
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Figure 1a shows individual results scatter form [6]. 
Ellipses mark the fields with the greatest  contrentration that 
correspond to each emotion.  For each emotion field a centre 
and standard deviation of diffusion, as shown on the figure 1b. 
A few observations are evident: 
- neutral speech is located near the coordinate centre and 

with the least diffusion, 
- happiness shows best distinction related to all other, 
- fear shows the biggest diffusion, which is the result of 

different inter-speaker expression, from hidden to panic 
fear, and 

- saddness partly overlaps with neutral speech.  
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Figure 1. a) Plutchik circle of emotions across two 
dimensions: activity and valence, and b) statistical 

distribution of emotions. 

2.2. Emotion recognition test 

As more rigorous test we performed emotion recognition test 
as a forced choice test [4]. 30 normal-hearing students 
participated in one such test. It was organized in amphitheater 
where the speech material was reproduced via high-fidelity 
sound system. In one session the listeners heard full GEES 
database, without passage, pronounced by one speaker with 
random order of emotions. The listeners were asked to judge 
the emotional contents of the utterance and to mark them in 
the previously prepared form. They were allowed to hear the 
utterance several time before deciding on emotional category, 

but not allowed to go back to compare with earlier utterances 
or to change an earlier choice.  

Table 1 shows averaged results for all speakers. Averaged 
correct identification of emotions was 95 %, ranging from 
83 % to 99 % of individual identification. It was characteristic 
for the test, that anger was often confused with happiness, as 
well as neutral with sadness.  

Table 1. Confusion matrix of in perception of emotions for all 
speakers, listeners and sub-corpuses (in %)*. 

Responses (%) Stimuli 
N A H F S 

N 94.67 1.795 0.273 0.424 2.708 
A 0.65 96.06 2.358 0.567 0.197 
H 0.89 2.302 94.73 1.606 0.312 
F 1.211 2.646 1.023 93.33 1.545 
S 2.537 0.282 0.179 0.829 96.04 

* N – neutral, A – anger, H – happiness,  
F – fear, S – sadness. 

Analysis between sub-corpuses didn’t show statistically 
significant difference in recognition and confusion of 
emotions.  

2.3. Multidimensional analysis 

In the aim of finding the multi-dimensional distribution of 
basic emotions based on their perceptive impressions we used 
the MDS analysis [7]. This analysis creates optimal spatial 
representation of emotions based on their perceptive 
similarities, and then it enables us to compare subjective 
perceptions with certain objective acoustic features. As input 
for MDS analysis, the matrix of confusion (Table 1) was used 
as matrix of similarity between emotions.   

 
Figure 2. Distribution of emotions and neutral speech in 

3-D space obtained by the MDS procedure. 
 

 MDS analysis was done in STATISTICA 5.0. For the 
starting configuration we used the Guttmann-Lingoes 
configuration. After 26 iterations and Kruskal stress factor of 
value 0.000048, we obtained the final configuration in three 
dimensions (3D), as shown on Figure 2. Emotions were 
separated quite well in this 3D space.  
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3. Statistical analysis of static acoustic features 
3.1. Set of features 

An analysis of acoustic features was performed on a small part 
of the speech database GEES. It consists of 10 short and 10 
long semantically neutral sentences, for neutral speech and 
four primary emotions: anger, happiness, fear and sadness. 
Measures were performed with Praat software [8]. 15 features 
are extracted from the selected speech material that 
characterizes intonation, intensity and durational 
characteristics of speech, as well as the quality of speech. 
(Table 2) [9].  

The first group of features, that characterize pitch F0, 
present: F0-mean, F0-st.dev, d(F0)-mean and d(F0)-st.dev. 
(Remark: d(F0) presents derivative of F0 across the analysis 
window). The other group consists of features that show 
intensity contour of each sentence as well as the contour of 
derivative of intensity across the analysis window: INT-mean, 
INT-st.dev, d(INT)-mean and d(INT)-st.dev. The third group 
consist of features that characterize the quality of speech: 
HNR-mean, HNR-st.dev, d(HNR)-mean, d(HNR)-st.dev, 
SHI(apq5)-mean and JIT(loc)-mean (HNR is a sign for 
Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio, SHI is a sign for shimmer, JIT is a 
sign for jitter [9]). Finally, in the time domain, total duration 
of utterance (Duration) was measured. All features were 
statistically averaged on the utterance level and so, they show 
general presentation of a sentence as an emotional utterance, 
and were named statistical features.  

Table 2.  The set of static features. 

Acoustic features 
No Mark Description Dim.
1 F0-mean mean of F0 Hz 
2 F0-st.dev standard deviation of F0  Hz 
3 d(F0)-mean mean derivative of F0  Hz/* 
4 d(F0)-st.dev standard deviation of derivative of 

F0    
Hz/* 

5 INT-mean mean of intensity (INT)  dB 
6 INT-st.dev standard deviation of INT  dB 
7 d(INT)-mean mean derivative of INT  dB/* 
8 d(INT)-st.dev standard deviation of derivative of 

INT  
dB/* 

9 HNR-mean mean of harmonic-to-noise ratio 
(HNR)  

dB 

10 HNR-st.dev standard deviation of HNR  dB 
11 d(HNR)-mean mean derivative of HNR  dB/* 
12 d(HNR)-st.dev standard deviation of derivative of 

HNR  
dB/* 

13 SHI(apq5)-
mean 

mean of shimmer (5-point 
amplitude perturbation quotient) 

% 

14 JIT(loc)-mean mean of jitter (calculated between 
consecutive periods) 

% 

15 Duration effective duration of speech ms 
* sample 
 

3.2. ANOVA analysis 

To estimate the significance of each feature for the distinction 
of different emotional utterances, One-Way ANOVA test was 
used. Figure 3 shows contour for ranked total significance 

Fsum of each feature, for the probability 0.05. Fsum 
represents the sum of individual significances F for all pairs of 
emotional utterances and for all speakers. The other contour 
Fmax refers to a maximal individual significance in certain 
pairs of emotions, such as: F0-mean has maximal significance 
in discriminating pair of emotions anger-sadness, A-S. 
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Figure 3. Contour for total significance of each feature F(sum)  

and contour for maximal individual significance F(max)  
(EP – emotional pairs). 

 
Figure 4 shows another perspective of ANOVA results. 

For all pairs of emotions a feature whose significance F is 
maximal in discriminating correspondent pair is pointed out. 
It is obvious that a pair anger-happiness (A-H) can hardly be 
discriminated on a basis of acoustic features from the table 2.  
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Figure 4. ANOVA results for acoustic features with Fmax for 

all emotional pairs. 
 

3.3. Correlation of MDS and static features 

In order to find which objectivelly measured acoustic 
feature is in good correlation with perceptual dimensions 
Dim1, Dim2, and Dim3 of MDS 3D space (Figure 2), we have 
performed the Spearman correlation test. Table 4 presents the 
results of corelation test of ranked pairs of coordinates of five 
emotions in each of three dimensions of MDS analysis and 
averaged values of acoustic features from Table 2.  

The results show that statistic features correlate only with 
the dimension Dim1. The greatest correlation is expressed 
exactly with the features that have maximal significance 
factor Fmax (Figure 3). It is also evident, based on Figure 2, 
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that active emotions (anger and happiness) can be well 
discriminated from the passive emotions (neutral speech and 
sadness).  

Table 3. Spearman correlation between static acoustic features 
with dimensions of the perceptive space. 

Dimensions 
Features 

Dim1      Dim2     Dim3     

F0-mean -0.9* 0.5 -0.3 
F0-st.dev -0.9* 0.5 -0.3 

d(F0)-mean 0.4 -0.4 0.7 
d(F0)-st.dev -0.9* 0.5 -0.3 
INT-mean - 7 0. 0.3 -0.6 
INT-st.dev -0.9* 0.5 -0.3 

d(INT)-mean -0.8 0.8 -0.1 
d(INT)-st.dev - 8 0. 0.8 -0.1 
HNR-mean 0.4 -0.4 0.7 
HNR-st.dev 0.9* -0.5 0.3 

d(HNR)-mean 0.4 0.1 -0.3 
d(HNR)-st.dev 0.87 0.6 -0.2 

SHI(apq5)-mean - 3 0. 0 -0.6 
JIT(loc)-mean 0.5 -0.6 -0.7 

Duration 0.3 0 0.6 
* significance at probability of p < 0.05. 

 

4. Statistical analysis of dynamic acoustic 
features 

Previous experiments and analysis showed only partial result. 
In fact, they have not achieved full separation of five basic 
emotions, but only their grouping. It was shown that anger and 
happiness are emotions with very similar acoustic properties. 

Following experiments and analysis start from a 
presumption that holders of information on emotional state of 
the speaker are not only global acoustic features, averaged on 
the sentences level, but also acoustic features within 
suprasegmental speech structure, that is, stressed syllables in a 
sentence. These acoustic features are named dynamic features, 
and some of them are analysed in the following part of this 
paper.  

4.1. Set of features 

For the need of this analysis a small part of speech database 
GEES was used. 3 short semantically neutral sentences were 
separated, with assumption that could properly represent a part 
of speech database used in the analysis of statistic features 
[10]. For each emotion, we had 18 sentences, that is total 90 
expressive utterances.  

The first step in processing of selected sentences was 
segmentation into syllables. Segmentation and marking of 
accented syllables in sentences was done manually by an 
expert phonetician using a spectrogram, visual imaging of the 
speech signals, and the intensity contour, with mandatory 
after-listening of the speech material.  

Table 4 shows the collection of selected features where the 
first 6 were measured on stressed syllables. Variations of pitch 
(F0) and energy (E) contours were measured on the sentence 
level, and are expressed as the number of change of signs in 
derivative of these contours.  

Table 4.  Set of dynamic features. 
Acoustic features 

No Mark Description Dim
1 F0-derivate Mean value of F0 derivation between 

the neighboring F0max and F0min in 
stre syllable. 

Hz/s

ssed 
2 Dur-syllable Duration of the stressed syllable.  s 
3 Dur-F0 Duration of the F0-contour in the 

stressed syllable. 
s 

4 E1/E Relative energy in sub-range 0-1kHz in 
relation to the energy in the whole 
range of stressed syllable. 

 

5 E2/E Relative energy in sub-range 2.5-3.5 
kHz in relation to the energy in the 
whole range of stressed syllable. 

 

6 E3/E Relative energy in sub-range 4-5 kHz in 
relation to the energy in the whole 
range of stressed syllable. 

 

7 F0-variation Number of change of signs in variations 
of successive points of F0 contour over 
all sentences. 

 

8 E-variation Number of changes of signs in 
variations of successive points of E 
contour over all sentences. 

 

4.2. ANOVA analysis 

ANOVA test was implemented on dynamic features in the 
same manner as with the statistic features. Results were 
shown on the Figures 5 and 6.  
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Figure 5. Diagra tal significance of each feature 

F(sum),  
as well as maximal individual significance F(max). 
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Two observations are evident: (i) maximal significance 
factor (Fmax) of dynamic features (Figure 5, Fmax is 3 to 35) 
is for about ten times less then in the case of static features 
(Figure 3, Fmax is 2 and (ii) emotions anger and 
happiness are successfully discriminated with the F0-
derivate, which has one of greatest ANOVA factors within 
the dynamic features.  

4.3. Correlation of MDS and static features  

Table 5 shows correlation all three dimensions of 3D 
perceptive space (Figure 2) with dynamic features (Table 4).  

orelation between dynamic acoustic 
ensions of the perceptive space. 

0 to 500), 

Table 5. Spearman’s c
features with dim

Dimensions 
Features 

Dim1      Dim2     Dim3      

F0-derivate -0.1 -0.1 1** 
F0-var 0.5 -0.6 -0.7 
E-var 0.6 -0.1 0.7 
E1/E 0 -0.3 0.9* 
E2/E -0.9* -0.1 0.2 
E3/E -0.5 -0.6 0.3 

Dur-syllable 0.3 0.0 0.6 
Dur-F0 -0.3 0.2 0.5 

*    significance at probability of p < 0.05. 
**  significance at probability of p < 0.01. 

 
 Dimension Dim 1 is correlated with the feature E2/E, 
which means that this dimension is predominantly defined by 
the 
(Fig  (N 
and S ible, 
while the emotion fear (F) is between.  

is in the greatest extent characterized by the property F0-

and

 

owed great consistency of the listeners 

 and objective 

d 
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of emotio ition is 
organized io s in the 
speech e e nu ally determined as 
averaged v  a giv the  acoustic 
features in t hose are mainl tures from 
three basic di tensi  spe  

If a pair e w oug criminated 
on the first nda el of gnition is 
necessary dic features, named dynamic 
acoustic hes erim  are zed. That 
means, res greater 
effort i c) features, 

hat is  about ten 

 

energy of the speech signal. In 3D perceptual space 
ure 2) full discrimination of the weak-energy emotions

) and strong-energy emotions (A i H) is clearly vis

Dimension Dim 2 did not show a significant correlation 
with either of the analyzed features. As can be see on Figure 
2, Dim 2 makes clear discrimination of the pair of emotions A-
N from the pair of emotions H-S and the emotion F. Also, 
Table 4 shows that the Dim 2 is in a certain correlation (-0.6) 
with the features F0-derivate and E3/E. On the example of 
fear (F) emotion this indication is quite correct, since in fear 
the variations of F0 contour are expressed, as well as the 
increase of energy on higher frequencies.  

Finally, dimension Dim 3 shows a strong correlation with 
features F0-derivate and E1/E. Integral effect of these two 
features enables better distinction of emotions, which is 
noticable on Figure 2. It should be stressed that this dimension 

derivate and that this dimension quite well discriminates anger 
 happiness, what was the greatest problem with static 

features. 

5. Discussion  
The comparison of two different perceptive tests, Plutchik test
and test of emotion recognition, based on MDS and 
correlation analysis, sh
in perception of emotions. For further analysis of correlation 
between the subjective (perceptive) observations
(acoustic) measures, MDS analysis was used as a statistical 
represent of test in emotion perception.  

The analysis of static and dynamic acoustic features an
omparison with the results of MDS analysis showe

ical pr
ns. The first, 

ocess exists w
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ervat
at c

periments
ons: time
otions 
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of em can’t b ell en h dis

level, r, seco ry lev  reco
, where mac
fe  t

roso
atures in e exp ents, analy

i that a human perceptive mechanism requ
n a detection of variable (macro prosodi
 indicated with ANOVA factors that arew

times less then for the static features on the primary level of 
recognition.  

It is not presented in this paper, but it is presumed and left 
for next investigations, that there is also tertiary level of 
recognition where micro prosodic features may be important.  
Preliminary investigations of some tertiary emotions [11], 
such as confusion, expectation or intimacy, show micro 
prosodic features are essential for the recognition of those 
emotions. 

Previous discussion may be presented with a hierarchical 
model of emotion recognition, as shown on the Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. A model for emotions recognition. 
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6. Conclusions 
Experimental results, based on ANOVA and MDS analysis, 
showed hierarchical structure of human perceptual mechanism 
in emotion rec
the 

ognition. In the first step, perception is going on 

stance strong emotions (in this paper – anger and 

here 

in 

and 
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general level where static features are analyzed with result 
in general impression about an emotion. If there is any 
confusion between emotions, the perceptual mechanism is 
concentrating on macro prosodic features, in this paper 
recognized as dynamic features, which with higher resolution 
discriminate emotions that are members of the same emotional 
class, for in
happiness). At the third level of emotions recognition the 
proposed model includes micro prosodic features w

fined emotional perception is going on. Further re
investigations will show significance of these features 
perception co-called tertiary emotions.  
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